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“A welcome expansion of the fragile territory known as
common ground.” —The New York Times When Reza
Aslan’s bestseller Zealot came out in 2013, there was
criticism that he hadn’t addressed his Muslim faith while
writing the origin story of Christianity. In fact, Ross Douthat of
The New York Times wrote that “if Aslan had actually written
in defense of the Islamic view of Jesus, that would have been
something provocative and new.” Mustafa Akyol’s The
Islamic Jesus is that book. The Islamic Jesus reveals startling
new truths about Islam in the context of the first Muslims and
the early origins of Christianity. Muslims and the first
Christians—the Jewish followers of Jesus—saw Jesus as not
divine but rather as a prophet and human Messiah and that
salvation comes from faith and good works, not merely as
faith, as Christians would later emphasize. What Akyol seeks
to reveal are how these core beliefs of Jewish Christianity,
which got lost in history as a heresy, emerged in a new
religion born in 7th Arabia: Islam. Akyol exposes this
extraordinary historical connection between Judaism, Jewish
Christianity and Islam—a major mystery unexplored by
academia. From Jesus’ Jewish followers to the Nazarenes
and Ebionites to the Qu’ran’s stories of Mary and Jesus, The
Islamic Jesus will reveal links between religions that seem so
contrary today. It will also call on Muslims to discover their
own Jesus, at a time when they are troubled by their own
Pharisees and Zealots.
“Dark narratives about femininity . . . Reddy channels the
vibe and energy of Plath and Sexton, but it’s her arresting
language that’s the real draw here.” —Publishers Weekly
Double Jinx follows the multiple transformations—both
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figurative and literal—that accompany adolescence and
adulthood, particularly for young women. Drawing inspiration
from sources as varied as Ovid’s Metamorphoses, the
rewritten fairy tales in Anne Sexton’s Transformations, and
the wild and shifting dreamscapes of Brigit Pegeen Kelly’s
work, these poems track speakers attempting to construct
identity. A series of poems depict the character of Nancy
Drew as she delves into an obsession with a doppelgänger.
Cinderella wakes up to a pumpkin and a tattered dress after
her prince grows tired of her. A young girl obsessed with fairy
tales becomes fascinated with a copy of Grey’s Anatomy in
which she finds a “pink girl pinned to the page as if in
vivisection. Could she / be pink inside like that? No decent girl
/ would go around the world like that, uncooked.” The
collection culminates in an understanding of the ways we
construct ourselves, whether it be by way of imitation,
performance, and/or transformation. And it looks forward as
well, for in coming to understand our identities as essentially
malleable, we are liberated. Or as the author writes, “we’ll be
our own gods now.” “Exquisitely crafted poems . . . an
exploration of woman’s manifold selves.” —Rebecca
Dunham, author of Cold Pastoral
The book provides an invaluable and coherent description of
the life of Jewish communities in Asia Minor.
Adult Learning and Education The graduate student guide in
adult education explores theories of adult learning and adult
education participation. It provides a frame of reference for
understanding the development of a rapidly evolving field and
for enhancing knowledge and competencies in this
professional domain. The publication is divided into two
sections: a section on adult learning theories and a section on
adult education participation theories. If Adult Learning and
Education (ALE) is now a recognised professional field, the
theoretical perspectives, underlying practices and policies
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draw on a variety of academic disciplines. Various theories of
learning and of adult education participation shape the
practice and the “engineering” of adult learning. In the first
section, this study guide provides a review of the most
important learning theories, including behaviourist, cognitive,
and constructivist approaches, their modern development, as
well as specific developments in adult education theory. The
second section examines the psychological and sociological
theoretical backgrounds of adult education participation in
order to understand the factors at work in participation
patterns along the adult life course and between different
social contexts. Observing the relativity of social reproduction
allows to identify the conditions and variables that need to be
addressed in order to alter prevailing trends.
JAEPL provides a forum to encourage research, theory, and
classroom practices involving expanded concepts of
language.
What should language and writing teachers do about giving
students written corrective feedback? This book surveys
theory, research, and practice on the important and
sometimes controversial issue of written corrective feedback,
also known as “error/grammar correction,” and its impact on
second language acquisition and second language writing
development. Offering state-of-the-art treatment of a topic
that is highly relevant to both researchers and practitioners, it
critically analyzes and synthesizes several parallel and
complementary strands of research — work on error/feedback
(both oral and written) in SLA and studies of the impact of
error correction in writing/composition courses — and
addresses practical applications. Drawing from both second
language acquisition and writing/composition literature, this
volume is the first to intentionally connect these two separate
but important lines of inquiry.
Second-Language Writing addresses key issues for
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instructors working with multilingual writers in first-year
composition. Framed with insightful introductory material, this
sourcebook provides both theoretical context and practical
resources for designing courses, negotiating differences
among students, and responding to and assessing secondlanguage writing. This edition includes the 2009 update of the
CCCC position statement on second language writing and
writers.

"Why write together?" the authors ask. They answer that
question here, in the first book to combine theoretical
and historical explorations with actual research on
collaborative and group writing. Lisa Ede and Andrea
Lunsford challenge the assumption that writing is a
solitary act. That challenge is grounded in their own
personal experience as long-term collaborators and in
their extensive research, including a three-stage study of
collaborative writing supported by the Fund for the
Improvement of Post-Secondary Education. The authors
urge a fundamental change in our institutions to
accommodate collaboration by radically resituating
power in the classroom and by instituting rewards for
collaborative work that equal rewards for single-authored
work. They conclude with the injunction: "Today and in
the twenty-first century, our data suggest, writers must
be able to work together. They must, in short, be able to
collaborate."
This groundbreaking volume offers a fresh and
invigorating examination of emotion as a category of
critical thought in Composition Studies.
Anyone who laments the demise of print text would find a
sympathetic listener in Andrea A. Lunsford. Anyone who
bemoans the lack of respect for blogs, graphic novels,
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and other new media would find her no less
understanding. Lunsford is at home in both camps
because she sees beyond writing's ever-changing forms
to the constancy of its power to "make space for human
agency--or to radically limit such agency." Lunsford is a
celebrated scholar of rhetoric and composition, and
many undergraduates taking courses in those subjects
have used her textbooks. Here she helps us see that
writing is not just a mode of communication, persuasion,
and expression, but a web of meanings and practices
that shape our lives. Lunsford tells how she gained a
new respect for our digital culture's three v's--vocal,
visual, verbal--while helping design and teach a course
in multimedia writing. On the importance of having a
linguistically pluralistic society, Lunsford draws links
between such varied topics as the English Only
movement, language extinction, Ebonics, and the text
messaging shorthand "l33t." Lunsford has seen how
words, writing, and language enforce unfair power
relationships in the academy. Most classroom settings,
she writes, are authority based and stress "individualism,
ranking, hierarchy, and therefore--we have belatedly
come to understand--exclusion." Concerned about the
paucity--still--of tenured women and minority faculty, she
urges schools to revisit admission and retention
practices. These are tough and divisive problems,
Lunsford acknowledges. Yet if we can see that writing
has the power to help prolong or solve them--that writing
matters--then we have a common ground.
A landmark publication in the social sciences, Linda
Lindsey’s Gender is the most comprehensive textbook
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to explore gender sociologically, as a critical and
fundamental dimension of a person’s identity,
interactions, development, and role and status in society.
Ranging in scope from the everyday lived experiences of
individuals to the complex patterns and structures of
gender that are produced by institutions in our global
society, the book reveals how understandings of gender
vary across time and place and shift along the
intersecting lines of race, ethnicity, culture, sexuality,
class and religion. Arriving at a time of enormous social
change, the new, seventh edition extends its rigorous,
theoretical approach to reflect on recent events and
issues with insights that challenge conventional thought
about the gender binary and the stereotypes that result.
Recent and emerging topics that are investigated include
the #MeToo and LGBTQ-rights movements, political
misogyny in the Trump era, norms of masculinity,
marriage and family formation, resurgent feminist
activism and praxis, the gendered workplace, and
profound consequences of neoliberal globalization.
Enriching its sociological approach with interdisciplinary
insight from feminist, biological, psychological, historical,
and anthropological perspectives, the new edition of
Gender provides a balanced and broad approach with
readable, dynamic content that furthers student
understanding, both of the importance of gender and
how it shapes individual trajectories and social
processes in the U.S. and across the globe.
Concepts in Composition: Theory and Practice in the
Teaching of Writing is designed to foster reflection on
how theory impacts practice, enabling prospective
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teachers to develop their own comprehensive and
coherent conception of what writing is or should be and
to consider how people learn to write. This approach
allows readers to assume the dual role of both teacher
and student as they enter the conversation of the
discipline and become familiar with some of the critical
issues. New to this second edition are: up-to-date
primary source readings; a focus on collaborative writing
practices and collaborative learning; additional
assignments and classroom activities an emphasis on
new media and information literacy and their impact on
the teaching of writing These new directions will inform
the content of this revision, reflecting significant
advancements in the field. Each chapter addresses a
particular theoretical concept relevant to classroom
teaching and includes activities to help readers establish
the connection between theoretical concepts and
classroom lessons. Online resources include overviews,
classroom handouts, exercises, a sample syllabus, and
PowerPoint presentations. Bringing together scholars
with expertise in particular areas of composition, this text
will serve as an effective primer for students and
eductors in the field of composition theory.
Alan Rogers looks at learning (formal, nonformal and
informal) and examines the hidden world of informal
(unconscious, unplanned) learning. He points out the
importance of informal learning for creating tacit attitudes
and values, knowledge and skills which influence
(conscious, planned) learning – formal and non-formal.
Moreover, he explores the implications of informal
learning for educational planners and teachers in the
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context of lifelong learning. While mainly aimed at adult
educators, the book’s arguments apply also to schooling
and higher education, in both industrialised societies and
developing countries where large numbers of children
and adults are not and have not been in school and so
rely on informal learning to manage change.
Volumes in Writing Spaces: Readings on Writing offer
multiple perspectives on a wide-range of topics about
writing, much like the model made famous by Wendy
Bishop’s “The Subject Is . . .” series. In each chapter,
authors present their unique views, insights, and
strategies for writing by addressing the undergraduate
reader directly. Drawing on their own experiences, these
teachers-as-writers invite students to join in the larger
conversation about developing nearly every aspect of
craft of writing. Consequently, each essay functions as a
standalone text that can easily complement other
selected readings in writing or writing-intensive courses
across the disciplines at any level. Topics in Volume 1 of
the series include academic writing, how to interpret
writing assignments, motives for writing, rhetorical
analysis, revision, invention, writing centers,
argumentation, narrative, reflective writing, Wikipedia,
patchwriting, collaboration, and genres.
DVD includes a dramatized reading of the Lord's Prayer
in the original Hebrew by Keith Johnson, and original
music video of the Lord's Prayer by Andrew Hodkinson,
and an original music video of the Lord's Prayer by Phil
Ohst.
Includes multiple perspectives on a wide range of topics
about writing in college. Authors present their unique
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views, insights, and strategies for writing by addressing
the undergraduate reader directly. Designed for first-year
composition.
A rapidly changing world – in part driven by huge
transformations in technology and mobility - means we
all encounter shifting cultures, and new cultural and
social interactions daily. Powerful forces such as
consumption and globalization exert an enormous
influence on all walks and levels of life across both space
and time. Cultural Studies remains at the vanguard of
consideration of these issues. This completely revised
second edition of Introducing Cultural Studies gives a
systematic overview of the concepts, theories, debates
and latest research in the field. Reinforcing the
interdisciplinary nature of Cultural Studies, it first
considers cultural theory before branching out to
examine different dimensions of culture in detail. Key
features: Collaboratively authored by an interdisciplinary
team Closely cross-referenced between chapters and
sections to ensure an integrated presentation of ideas
Figures, diagrams, cartoons and photographs help
convey ideas and stimulate Key Influence, Defining
Concepts, and Extract boxes focus in on major thinkers,
ideas and works Examines culture along the dividing
lines of class, race and gender Weblinks and Further
Reading sections encourage and support further
investigation Changes for this edition: Brand new chapter
addresses how culture is researched and knowledge in
cultural studies is produced Brand new chapter on the
Postmodernisation of Everyday Life Includes hot topics
such as globalization, youth subcultures, ‘virtual’
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cultures, body modification, new media, technologicallyassisted social networking and many more This text will
be core reading for undergraduates and postgraduates in
a variety of disciplines - including Cultural Studies,
Communication and Media Studies, English, Geography,
Sociology, and Social Studies – looking for a clear and
comprehensible introduction to the field.
Rhetorics, Poetics, and Cultures is James Berlin's most
comprehensive effort to refigure the field of English
Studies. Here, in his last book, Berlin both historically
situates and recovers for today the tools and insights of
rhetoric-displaced and marginalized, he argues, by the
allegedly disinterested study of aesthetic texts in the
college English department. Berlin sees rhetoric as
offering a unique perspective on the current disciplinary
crisis, complementing the challenging perspectives
offered by postmodern literary theory and cultural
studies. Taking into account the political and intellectual
issues at stake and the relation of these issues to
economic and social transformations, Berlin argues for a
pedagogy that makes the English studies classroom the
center of disciplinary activities, the point at which theory,
practice, and democratic politics intersect. This new
educational approach, organized around text
interpretation and production-not one or the other
exclusively, as before-prepares students for work,
democratic politics, and consumer culture today by
providing a revised conception of both reading and
writing as acts of textual interpretation; it also gives
students tools to critique the socially constructed,
politically charged reality of classroom, college, and
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culture. This new edition of Rhetorics, Poetics, and
Cultures includes JAC response essays by Linda
Brodkey, Patricia Harkin, Susan Miller, John Trimbur,
and Victor J. Vitanza, as well as an afterword by Janice
M. Lauer. These essays situate Berlin's work in personal,
pedagogical, and political contexts that highlight the
continuing importance of his work for understanding
contemporary disciplinary practice.
52 Weeks is a book that presents topics from the Word
of God to reflect on. Unlike daily meditations, topics are
presented in a weekly format with perspective from
different authors of the Bible. I believe that there are
issues that need more concentrated meditation, though it
can be used for daily reflection also. Its purpose is to
help when one is troubled with an area of life or to seek
knowledge on a particular subject. It can provide
inspiration or give guidance. It can be used to share the
Gospel of Christ to nonbelievers or strengthen the faith
of fellow Christians. 52 Weeks is not a theological essay
needing interpretation, but it is a book of common
language presentation of how I view the Bible. The
intention is to present the Bible in a way that any
intellectual level will understand the meaning. As a
Christian, the Lord gives us all spiritual gifts. Some are
called to be ministers; some are skilled to present their
testimonies to anyone at any time. I believe that my gift
is in writing. I pray that this book will be pertinent to the
believers and nonbelievers alike.
This theory-to-practice text presents pedagogical
approaches to teaching L2 composition in the framework
of current theoretical perspectives on L2 writing
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processes, practices, and writers and provides an array
of hands-on, practical examples, materials, and tasks.
In recent years, keen interest has arisen among scholars
regarding the connection between rhetoric and religion.
This phenomenon could be due to the idea of
universality that underlies these two topics or simply
because of the crucial relevance theyhold for the human
condition. Biblical rhetorical criticism has been
particularly active since 2009. The debate serves as a
foundation for Eloquence Divine, which is grounded in a
moderate and detached point of view that becomes
helpful in seeing God as a 'mere' agent. In this
fascinating study, God and Jesus are intended as
rhetoricians who applied their own rhetoric tools in order
to influence humanity's behaviour, acts and decisions.
As an agnostic English teacher, Philip Arrington traces
paths across different episodes of the Scriptures with the
aim to explore basic issues, such as identifying the
difference between God's rhetoric and human
persuasion, as well as the effectiveness that divine
eloquence demonstrates in the narration of the Bible.
The digital revolution has hit education, with more and more
classrooms plugged into the whole wired world. But are
schools making the most of new technologies? Are they
tapping into the learning potential of today's
Firefox/Facebook/cell phone generation? Have schools fallen
through the crack of the digital divide? In Rethinking
Education in the Age of Technology, Allan Collins and
Richard Halverson argue that the knowledge revolution has
transformed our jobs, our homes, our lives, and therefore
must also transform our schools. Much like after the schoolreform movement of the industrial revolution, our society is
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again poised at the edge of radical change. To keep pace
with a globalized technological culture, we must rethink how
we educate the next generation or America will be "left
behind." This groundbreaking book offers a vision for the
future of American education that goes well beyond the walls
of the classroom to include online social networks, distance
learning with "anytime, anywhere" access, digital home
schooling models, video-game learning environments, and
more.
This volume synthesizes and critically analyzes the literature
on response to the writing of second language students, and
discusses the implications of the research for teaching
practice in the areas of written and oral teacher commentary
on student writing, error correction, and facilitation of peer
response. The book features numerous examples of student
texts and teacher commentary, as well as figures and
appendices that summarize research findings and present
sample lessons and other teaching materials. It is thus
simultaneously comprehensive in its approach to the existing
research and highly practical in showing current and future
teachers how this material applies to their everyday
endeavors of responding to student writing and teaching
composition classes. Response to student writing--whether it
takes the form of teachers' written feedback on content, error
correction, teacher-student conferences, or peer response--is
an extremely important component of teaching second
language writing. Probably no single activity takes more
teacher time and energy. Response to Student Writing is a
valuable theoretical and practical resource for those involved
in this crucial work, including L2 composition researchers, inservice and preservice teachers of ESOL/EFL writers, and
teacher educators preparing graduate students for the
teaching of writing.
Volumes in Writing Spaces: Readings on Writing offer
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multiple perspec- tives on a wide-range of topics about
writing, much like the model made famous by Wendy
Bishop’s “The Subject Is . . .” series. In each chapter,
authors present their unique views, insights, and strategies
for writing by addressing the undergraduate reader directly.
Drawing on their own experiences, these teachers-as-writers
invite students to join in the larger conversation about
developing nearly every aspect of the craft of writing.
Consequently, each essay functions as a standalone text that
can easily complement other selected readings in writing or
writing-intensive courses across the disciplines at any level.
Volumes in Writing Spaces: Readings on Writing offer
multiple perspec- tives on a wide-range of topics about
writing. In each chapter, authors present their unique views,
insights, and strategies for writing by ad- dressing the
undergraduate reader directly. Drawing on their own experiences, these teachers-as-writers invite students to join in
the larger conversation about the craft of writing.
Consequently, each essay func- tions as a standalone text
that can easily complement other selected readings in writing
or writing-intensive courses across the disciplines at any
level.
This collection highlights the diverse ways comics and
graphic novels are used in English and literature classrooms,
whether to develop critical thinking or writing skills, paired
with a more traditional text, or as literature in their own right.
From fictional stories to non-fiction works such as
biography/memoir, history, or critical textbooks, graphic
narratives provide students a new way to look at the course
material and the world around them. Graphic novels have
been widely and successfully incorporated into composition
and creative writing classes, introductory literature surveys,
and upper-level literature seminars, and present unique
opportunities for engaging students’ multiple literacies and
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critical thinking skills, as well as providing a way to connect to
the terminology and theoretical framework of the larger
disciplines of rhetoric, writing, and literature.
This book explores the impact new information and
communication technologies are having on teaching and the
way children learn. The book addresses key issues across all
phases of primary and secondary education, both in the UK
and internationally. ICT, Pedagogy and the Curriculum looks
at the relationship between ICT, paradigms of teaching and
learning, and the way in which curriculum subjects are
represented. Three principal areas are addressed: * the wider
perception of ICT in society, culture and schooling * the
challenges to pedagogy * the way in which ICT not only
supports learning and teaching but changes the nature of
curriculum subjects. The tensions between the use of
technology to replicate traditional practices, and the
possibilities for transforming the curriculum and pedagogy are
explored, offering an original and distinctively critical
perspective on the way in which we understand ICT in
education. It will be of interest to all primary and secondary
teachers and those in initial teacher training who are
concerned about current technology initiatives in education
and how to respond to them.
This text is a highly accessible and authoritative approach to
the theory and practice of teaching writing to students of
English. This book is an accessible and authoritative
approach to the theory and practice of teaching writing to
students of English. It sets out the key issues in second
language writing instruction to offer both pre-service and inservice teachers a guide to writing instruction grounded in
current theory and research. The author takes the stance that
student writers not only need realistic strategies for drafting
and revising, but also a clear understanding of genre to
structure their writing experience according to the demands
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and constraints of particular target contexts. This book will be
extremely useful to prospective and practicing teachers alike.
This book will address a number of urgent themes in
education today that include multiculturalism, the politics of
whiteness, the globalization of capital, neoliberalism,
postmodernism, imperialism, and current debates in Marxist
social theory. The above themes will be linked to critical
educational praxis, particularly to teaching activities within
urban schools. Finally, the book will develop the basis for a
wider political project directed at resisting and transforming
economic exploitation, cultural homogenization, political
repression, and gender inequality. Recent and widespread
scholarly attention has been given to the unabated
mercilessness of global capitalism. Little opposition exists as
capital runs amok, unhampered and undisturbed by the
tectonic upheaval that is occurring in the geopolitical
landscape that has recently witnessed the collapse of the
Soviet Union and the regimes of the Eastern Bloc. As we
examine education policies within the context of economic
globalization, we attempt to address the extent to which the
pedagogy and politics of everyday life has fallen under the
sway of what we identify as cultural and economic
imperialism. Finally, the book raises a number of urgent
questions: What are the current limitations to educational
reform efforts among the educational left? What are some of
the problems associated with certain developments within
postmodern education? How can a return to Marxist theory
and revolutionary politics revitalize the educational left at a
time when capitalism appears to be unstoppable? What
actions need to be taken in both local and global arenas to
overcome the exploitation that the globalization of capital has
wreaked upon the world?
Winter (divinity, U. of Cambridge) is not concerned about
where Paul went from there, but about what happened in
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Corinth after he was gone. He gathers all the extant material
he can find from literary, nonliterary, and archaeological
sources on what life was like in the first-century Roman
colony, focusing particularly the important role culture played
in the life of the Christians. c. Book News Inc.
Noting that present evaluation systems are so limited that
they are neither reliable nor valid, this monograph critically
reviews studies designed to evaluate composition programs
at four major universities. The book offers theoretical and
practical guidance through discussion of generalities from the
four studies and pertinent questions and guidance to
evaluators of composition programs. The first chapter looks at
the state of the art of evaluating writing programs, discussing
the need for such evaluation, and at two dominant
approaches to writing program evaluation. The second
chapter discusses a quantitative model of writing program
evaluation in terms of four university studies, giving an
overview of the dominant quantitative approach. Chapter 3
discusses a framework for evaluating college writing
programs, including five components of writing program
evaluation, and the final chapter discusses accommodating
context and change in writing program evaluation. (HTH)
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